Online Learning
Education in a changing world
Continuity - Courage - Care

Online Learning in 2020

At Newcastle Grammar School, we believe that the
continuity of learning in the COVID-19 era is of crucial
importance to the academic progress, wellbeing and health
of our students.
At the heart of our Learning Continuity Plan is our vision for
students – represented so beautifully in the symbols of The
Heart, The Hand and The Head.
This is encapsulated in the entry point for our Online
Learning Portal.
Continuity – to provide ongoing access to quality learning
experiences.
Courage – to foster resilience, building skills in flexibility
and innovation so students can manage the challenges
associated with the shift to online learning.
Care – to care for students and our community through the
lens of Visible Wellbeing.
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At the center of our approach to teaching and learning is the
fundamental belief that all students can achieve success at school.
We know that the quality of teaching is the most significant
school-based factor affecting student outcomes, therefore, our
aim is to provide students with a consistently high standard of
education based on evidence-based research into effective teaching
and current learning theory.

The Heart

The Hand

The Head

The graduate has an
understanding of self and
others. This encompasses
the expression of empathy,
kindness, forgiveness,
positivity, gratitude and
resilience. The graduate
operates from a position
of integrity, self-efficacy,
resilience, respect and
compassion in their
interactions with others.

The graduate recognises the
needs of the community and
the wider world and responds
with meaningful service and
compassion.

The graduate embraces
the experience of life-long
learning: enjoying the
challenges of problem solving;
valuing and demonstrating
critical and creative thinking.
They are willing to challenge
themselves in their learning,
reflect on their thinking,
build understanding through
collaboration, demonstrate
commitment, strive for
excellence and take pride in
their achievements.

The graduate is committed
to ethical humanitarian
values, promotes intercultural
understandings and respects
diversity.
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What is Online Learning?

Online learning is the provision of learning experiences
through digital means.
Our students engage in lessons facilitated by their teachers,
ensuring the continuity of learning and teaching.
The teacher is present in every lesson, providing instruction,
direction, assistance and feedback to ensure students
continue to progress in their learning journey.
Students from K-12 follow a timetable appropriate to their
stage of learning, engaging in lessons with their teachers
and peers by their side.
For Term 2, NGS is following guidelines set by the
Government and there will be both online learning as well
as face to face lessons in the classroom with their teachers.
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How will online learning
be delivered?
Primary K-6
Students in Kindergarten to Year 6 connect to their online classroom
using Zoom. Teachers explicitly teach lessons in a whole class, grade
or small group setting, providing a quality differentiated curriculum
for all students.
The Learning Support Team with our Learning Support Teachers,
Enrichment Teacher, EAL/D Teacher and Occupational Therapist
are operating their small group and 1:1 sessions using the Zoom
platform to ensure that all students are receiving the support they
require.
Kindergarten to Year 4 students use the Seesaw App to submit their
work to their teacher. Seesaw is a fantastic application that links
students, teachers and families. It allows for students to comment
on their work and the work of their peers. Teachers are able to
provide feedback to students on their learning and parents are able
to do the same.
Year 5 and Year 6 students use Schoolbox to submit their work to
the relevant teacher for feedback. Their work will incorporate a
variety of learning experiences that are fair and flexible, provide an
appropriate level of challenge, and engage students in learning in
meaningful ways.
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Choose
Courage
for a kinder and braver world
Positive Education in the Primary Years for 2020
will be centred around this year’s K-6 theme,
“CHOOSE COURAGE”.
Through explicit weekly online classroom lessons, students
will engage in an inquiry-based programme which addresses
the complex question, “How and Why do we Choose
Courage?” This programme will address the following key
conceptual understandings:
Courage is a key virtue within the VIA classification of
Character Strengths. Bravery, Perseverance, Honesty & Zest
are the main character strengths identified as leading to
Courage.
Courage can be seen, heard and felt in many ways and is
different for everybody.
There are many ways people can choose courage. For
example: Facing a fear or obstacle; Being true to self
and others; Persisting with a challenge; Standing up and
Speaking out for what is fair; Stepping outside your comfort
zone; and Bouncing Back after adversity.
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How will online learning
be delivered?
Secondary Students
Students in secondary connect to their online classroom using
Microsoft Teams. In the online classroom, they continue to engage in
interactive lessons with the teacher, who provide a range of learning
experiences, both synchronous and asynchronous.
They interact using audio conferencing and the chat function within
Microsoft Teams. Students are able to see the teacher in real time,
providing that important connection to school. Our Learning Support
Team provide additional support in the online classroom, ensuring all
students can access and participate in the learning experience.
Students demonstrate their learning in many different ways,
including uploading videos of themselves completing practical tasks,
presenting work they have completed online to the class, submitting
tasks through SchoolBox or One Note.
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What about assessment?

Assessment is an important part of the learning process.
Teachers have modified all formal Assessment Tasks for
Term 1 and Term 2 to allow student to complete or submit
them online.
The Assessment Policy does not change. If a student is
having trouble with an assessment task, please contact
their teacher.
Please contact the Director of Studies, Mr Fielden on philip.
fielden@ngs.nsw.edu.au if you have any questions about
Assessment Tasks for students in Years 11 & 12.
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How can parents support their
children during online learning?
Parents are integral to supporting students to have a positive and
successful online learning experience.
They can assist their children by:
•

Setting up an appropriate home learning space. Ideally, this will
be a dedicated space free from distractions where the student
can differentiate between home and school

•

Monitoring their online activities – this may require the installation
of parental controls on devices to ensure students are engaged
in learning whilst in class

•

Encouraging them to stick to normal school routines and rules –
particularly with regards to classroom conduct

•

Check in regularly on their progress and wellbeing

•

Facilitating opportunities for physical activity and social
interaction

•

Contacting the School if there are any problems or if they need
support
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What about Sport?
NGS Sport Online will focus on the non competitive elements
that contribute to our favourite sports. With nutrition
advice, tips to stay motivated and home exercises, we can
all stay well balanced for when our regular competitive
sports return.

Wellbeing during COVID-19
There is no doubt that the current global landscape is causing
uncertainty and concern for many people. As a Visible Wellbeing
School we have a language we can use at school and at home to
attempt to process and manage how we are all feeling.
There are many things we can all do to boost our wellbeing. Adopting
a daily mindfulness practice not only helps with feeling present but
it also allows us to observe our thoughts, therefore helping us to
choose whether we buy in to some of our negative thought patterns.
We all need to make sure that we stay connected and engage in
pro-social activities. Let’s embrace physical distancing (not social
distancing.) Even if, and when, things that we value change or
are cancelled we must remind ourselves that, “love will not be
cancelled.” Let’s continue to spread love, choose kindness and act
with bravery.
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Can I still apply for a Scholarship?
Every year, Newcastle Grammar School offers the opportunity
for outstanding young students to apply for a Scholarship.
We offer Academic, Music, Visual Arts, Sporting and All
Rounder.
Registrations for 2022 scholarships will open in October
2021.
Go to www.ngs.nsw.edu.au/entry-to-ngs/scholarships
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Where can I get more information?

If you are a current parent, the NGS Online LIVE
SchoolBox site is your go-to place for all things related
to Online Learning.
Here you will find Online Learning Guides for parents
and students, tips on how to set up the home learning
environment, links to our Visible Wellbeing Online page
and opportunities to stay active while in isolation.
We are trying our very best to make the best of an
extraordinarily situation. We acknowledge that online
learning is only one way to teach school-aged children
and we can’t wait to have them back in the classroom!
Until then, we hope that NGS Online LIVE will provide all
students with the continuity of learning that is so important
in keeping them anchored to something familiar during a
time of immense uncertainty.
If you are a new parent, we will assist you and your
child to get started with online learning. You will be
involved and included in every facet of the school
community.
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Hill Campus

Park Campus

Email
office@ngs.nsw.edu.au

Website
www.ngs.nsw.edu.au

Cnr Church & Newcomen Street
Newcastle NSW 2300
T (02) 4929 5811
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